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DIVINATION AND AUTONOMY:
NEW PERSPECTIVES FROM EXCAVATED TEXTS

History is written by the victors. Much of the philosophical discussion
of excavated texts has centered on the Guodian and Shanghai
Museum texts, which augment or comment on the texts of the
received tradition. This perspective omits the counterparts and com-
petitors of the Warring States philosophers: the technical experts.
The technical expertise traditions (medicine, the mantic arts, and
astrocalendrics) were the counterparts and competitors of the phi-
losophers, and far outnumber them in the perhaps narrow context of
tomb texts.

Both the received tradition and excavated texts attest to contact
and competition between mantic experts and the “schoolmen” asso-
ciated with Masters texts. Both livelihoods relied on literacy and
specialist expertise. Both claimed access to divine knowledge and
authority. Their competition thus involved career choice, patronage,
students, and the status of modes of knowledge.

In addition, it is now widely agreed that the bases of cosmological
speculation first appeared in the ideas and methods of Warring States
technical specialists, whose terms and techniques were later incorpo-
rated into the yin-yang and Five-phase theories of Han cosmol-
ogy. This view was first argued by Angus Graham some twenty years
ago, and third-century excavated texts on these technical arts have
reinforced it by supplementing the sparser record in the received
tradition.1 In particular, technical experts were responsible for several
developments that contributed to systematic thought and cosmology.
These include (i) interest in symmetry, already visible in the oracle
bone inscriptions; (ii) the articulation of a yin-yang polarity,
abstracted as patterns of change, represented by numbers. These pat-
terns were elaborated and nuanced in the hexagrams of the Zhouyi

; (iii) interest in astronomy and calendrics as systematic models
of space and time; and (iv) systematic theories of physiognomy. All
were based on observation of natural phenomena.
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We see these interests reflected in the Numbers and Techniques
(shushu ) category of the Hanshu “Yiwenzhi ,”
which is dominated by astronomy (tianwen ) and calendrics
(lipu ), but also includes sections on prognostication by the
Five Agents (wuxing , including portents and omens), turtle and
yarrow (shigui ), diverse prognostications (zazhan , including
oneiromancy, augury, and exorcism), and Morphomancy (xingfa ,
including physiognomy).2 Historical narratives also provide many
examples of the use of these methods in official and private contexts.
Finally, when we turn to the tombs of actual government administra-
tors and high officials, what they chose to have buried with them was
technical works on the mantic arts and longevity.

Mantic texts offer important philosophical perspectives that
receive little voice in the received tradition. I consider them under
three headings: (i) their implications for questions of autonomy, fatal-
ism, and freewill; (ii) naturalistic attitudes toward the cosmos, espe-
cially in astrocalendric texts; and (iii) notions of embodied virtue and
self-cultivation, especially in texts on physiognomy.

I. Autonomy, Fatalism, and Freewill

Mantic texts suggest a different discourse on fatalism and freewill
than the arguments about ming and mantic practice within the
received tradition.

1. Masters Texts

In the Lunyu , 6.22, Confucius famously recommends a
respectful distance from “ghosts and spirits.” A similar attitude
appears in a text from Mawangdui (Changsha, Hunan, 168),
titled Yao (Essentials) by modern editors. Here Confucius claims
that cultivating virtue is superior to the mantic expertise of incanta-
tors and wu (zhu wu bu shi ). Yet in the same text, when
asked whether he believes in prognostication by yarrow stalks, he
replies that he has performed one hundred Yi divinations and seventy
were correct.3 The Lunyu never refers to Confucius personally prog-
nosticating with the Zhouyi, but other texts in the received tradition
do, for example, the Lüshi Chunqiu:

Kongzi prognosticated and obtained Bi ; he said: “Inauspicious.”
Zigong said: “But Bi is also good, why do you call it inauspicious?”
Confucius replied:“White should be white and black should be black;
how can Bi be good?”4
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Several Masters texts include a variety of claims for the superiority
of Masters over mantic traditions. Several compare their eponymous
Masters favorably with mantic specialists of various kinds. Both the
Mozi and the Lüshi chunqiu include debates in which a Master gets
the better of a wu (or someone with the name Wuma , lit. wu
horse).5 The Lüshi chunqiu recounts a conversations between Con-
fucius and two disciples, the political reformer Fu Zijian and
Wuma Qi , both governors of Shanfu in Lu.When Fu tries
to explain his philosophy of government, Wuma Qi cannot grasp it:

I depend on people but you depend on force. Depending on force
makes you labor; depending on people makes you relaxed.6

The passage continues that Fu Zijian was a junzi. Relaxed and
perceptive, he cultivated his heart-mind and his qi, and as a result,
governed without effort. Wuma Qi by contrast wore himself out, used
up his energies and labored with his limbs. He maintained order in
government, but was never equal to Fu Zijian.These passages empha-
size the wu’s incomprehension and inferior methods relative to those
of the junzi.

In the Zhuangzi and Guanzi we find a stronger attack on mantic
specialists: claims that the mantic arts are inferior to understanding of
dao. In Zhuangzi 23, when someone asks Laozi about “the classic of
life,” he replies:

Can you embrace the One? Can you not lose it?

Can you understand good and ill auspice without turtle shell or
yarrow?

Can you stop? Can you let it go?7

The Guanzi describes this understanding in the chapter “Inward
Training (Nei Ye ).” It tells us how: by concentrating qi:

Concentrate your qi like a spirit, and the myriad things will be inside
your hand.

Can you concentrate; can you unify? Can you predict good and ill
auspice without turtle shell or yarrow? Can you stop? Can you let it
go? Can you not seek it in others but achieve it in yourself?8

The Guanzi chapter “Clarifying the Heartmind (Bai Xin )”
uses similar language to describe the conduct of a sage, who also
eschews the mantic arts of astrology:

He does not use sun and moon, but his affairs are accomplished by
them.

He does not prognosticate by turtle shell or yarrow, but skillfully
predicts good and ill auspice.9
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All these statements contrast the equanimity of the sage with the
frenetic manipulations of the mantic specialist. Nonetheless, some
Masters texts do recommend the mantic arts for practical purposes:
the Moists for defensive strategy; the Guanzi to determine portents
and to protect rulers.10

Despite these critiques, most Masters texts considered the mantic
arts normal and acceptable, even if they sometimes chose to distance
themselves its practitioners or directed claims to universal knowledge
against the “limitations” of technical specialists. Masters texts also
argued about ming (fate or destiny), but these debates were dis-
tinct from critiques of divination. Masters texts debated the nature of
ming, whether it was predetermined, predictable, moral, or mechani-
cal in operation, and whether it was subject to human or divine
intervention. For example, both Xunzi and Han Fei argue that
prayer and divination do not cause good or bad fortune, but neither
pursues the issues of determinism or causality beyond asserting their
absence.11

2. Fate and Freewill in Mantic Texts

In contrast to the accounts of Masters texts, mantic texts provide
concrete methods for the practical management of fate and imply a
very different set of attitudes toward fatalism and freewill than the
debates of the received tradition. Here we find the mantic arts reflect-
ing tacit notions of personal and moral autonomy and individual
agency. Excavated texts address issues of individual autonomy that
fall below the radar of dominant Ru discussions of political agency
and political autonomy. Some present methods to understand and
control the future (personal and political) through prognostication.
These traditions appear in several distinctly different kinds of text: (i)
Mantic texts, including the Zhouyi and its predecessors (of which four
versions have been excavated from tombs) and almanacs and other
astrocalendric texts, especially Daybooks. (ii) Quasi-archival records
of personal prognostication. We do not know the original sources of
these records or why they were placed in tombs.They clearly were not
intended for ongoing consultation by the living. Nonetheless we may
be tempted to consider them archives insofar as they were deliber-
ately assembled collections of mantic queries. (iii) Procedures and
methods. Ritual texts such as the Liji and Yili give detailed accounts
of mantic procedures and methods, but they have no equivalent in
excavated texts. For example, prognostication records from Baoshan

(Jingmen , Hubei, c. 316) give detailed directions for apotro-
paic sacrifices on behalf of the tomb’s occupant. Legal texts from
Zhangjiashan (Jiangling, Hubei, 186) include instructions for
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the appointment of mantic personnel.12 (iv) In addition, technical
astrocalendric texts and instruments excavated from Qin and Han
tombs are of increasing sophistication.

Of these four, records of personal prognostication are particularly
interesting for purposes of the present discussion, insofar as they
indicate attitudes toward the malleability of fate. Third-century
records from Warring States tombs from Tianxingguan (Jiang-
ling , Hubei, c. 340), Baoshan and Wangshan (Hubei, c.
309–278) contain records of prognostications performed on behalf of
the tombs; occupants. The oldest are from Tianxingguan, the most
extensive and well preserved from Baoshan.13 They have no equiva-
lent in the received textual tradition.

These records document attempt to predict success over a given
period of time in what Chen Wei has described as Year (sui ) and
Illness ( jibing ) divinations.14 Year divinations sought to verify
success over the ensuing year, for example in the Baoshan records:

From [this year’s month] Xingyi to up to the next Xingyi, coming and
going [lit. exiting and entering] in service to the king, for the entire
year, may his [physical] person be without calamity.15

Year divination seems to have been a standard sequence, performed
to ascertain (or establish) success in official service to the king. Illness
divinations at Baoshan and other Warring States sites punctuate what
seems to have been a normal sequence of Year divinations; and
appear after the manifestation of a health problem.16 For example, the
Baoshan Illness divinations begin:

There is an illness near the abdomen with shortness of breath; may
there be no calamity. He prognosticated about it: the prognostication
is auspicious; it is slight but it has not stopped; get rid of it according
to its cause. He made offerings: one billy goat to the Lord of the Wild
Lands, one billy goat to the Lord of the Grave. He performed sai
[repayment] sacrifice to the Lord of the Path [Xing] with one white
dog and wine oblations. He prognosticated about it: it is auspicious.
In the month xingyi he [Shao Tuo] will have an audience with the
king.17

Subsequent prognostications indicate a worsening condition, possibly
(but not necessarily) deriving from the initial ailment. They end with
the death of the tomb’s occupant.

These records indicate attempts to manage personal fate through
prayer and sacrifice.These attempts continue until very shortly before
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the death of the consultor. We do not know whether the occupant of
the Baoshan tomb believed that his life span was fated at birth.We do
know that he made every attempt to extend it through mantic proce-
dures to address an illness or illnesses.

Such procedures are designed to prevent, or to redress, dangers and
difficulties. In this sense they are negative. Their positive equivalent is
questions about good auspice. We also find references to auspicious
omens and auspicious days for particular activities in excavated text
versions of the Zhouyi, in astrocalendric texts and in divination
records, the latter also indicating prayers and sacrifices to specific
gods. But if there are negotiations with gods and spirits to reach a
desired result, there must be an active agent doing the negotiating, or
even attempting to supplant divine powers through self-cultivation.18

The assumption that humans could communicate with extra-human
powers was part of a common Shang-Zhou religious heritage, based
on the assumption of an inseparable connection between the human
and extra-human worlds, visible in signs that could reveal information
about the future and be used to enhance personal welfare, in sum, a
belief in predictability and in the mutability of fate. Examples of what
Poo Mu-chou has referred to as a do ut des (literally, “I give
that you may give”) interaction include records of divination and
sacrifices to gods and ancestors.19 In summary, excavated mantic texts
and prognostication records show ongoing interest in the manage-
ment of personal fate.

II. Astrocalendrics and Naturalism

Astrocalendric texts present a quasi-mechanical and naturalistic view
of the cosmos that differs from most philosophical treatments of
Heaven. They also bespeak an early empirical interest in the system-
atic mapping and observation of the heavens. These methods depend
on comprehensive and systematic representations of time (the sexa-
genary cycle) and space (correlative divisions of heaven and earth),
often expressed in terms of yin and yang and the Five Agents.The use
of these traditions is well represented in the technical treatises of the
received tradition.20 Excavated texts and instruments provide a dif-
ferent account of yin-yang and the Five Agents.

1. Abstraction in Mantic Texts

In both the early versions of the Zhouyi excavated from tombs and
in other excavated texts and archaeological evidence, we see the early
association of mantic statements with sequences of numbers. Both
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Shang and Western Zhou metaphysics seem to have included the
belief that aleatory procedures could reveal information about the
good or ill auspice of an intended action.21 Evidence from excavated
texts on the origins of the Zhouyi indicates that omen statements
were classified under the headings of the hexagrams. The availability
and simplicity of these procedures (especially contrasted with bone
and shell prognostication), and omen statements concerned with
aspects of day-to-day life, suggest their use to optimize the effects of
choices and life decisions.

Records of such number sequences first appear in Shang sites and
become more prominent in Warring States prognostication records,
where yarrow divinations are described as number sequences.22 The
linkage of number sequences and omens occurs in two of the four Yi
texts (documents concerned with the Zhouyi) excavated from tombs,
which provide evidence on the early evolution and variety of Yi
traditions. The Guicang Yi text from Wangjiatai (Jiangling,
Hubei, 278–207) includes fifty-three hexagrams, each followed by the
word yue and a statement of the form: [Hexagram Name] says: “In
the past, X requested a prognostication about Y from Z; Z prognos-
ticated and said: (in)auspicious.” For example:

1-1-6-6-1-6 Jie says: In ancient times Wu Wang divined about attack-
ing the Yin [Shang] and requested a divination from Lao Kao. Lao
Kao prognosticated and said: Auspicious.23

These statements refer to legendary and historical events and are
completely unlike the hexagram statements of the Zhouyi.

The Fuyang Zhouyi (Shuanggudui , Fuyang, Anhui,
165) consists of fragmentary bamboo slips of some fifty-two
hexagrams and line statements. It uses numbers to represent
hexagram lines and indicates the importance of line statements for
particular topics, such as weather, punishment, warfare, illness, mar-
riage, residence, pregnancy and birth, bureaucratic service, adminis-
tration, travel, hunting, and fishing. For example, the hexagrams
Da You and Wu Wang both append the statement:
“Prognosticating about rain: it will not rain” (Bu yu bu yu ).24

The hexagram Sui adds a reference to prognosticating about
illness.25

The other two versions attest to the antiquity of the received text.
The Shanghai Museum text, the oldest known Yi text, consists of
bamboo slips or fragments of thirty-four hexagrams. It corresponds to
the received text in many ways and indicates that a stable version of
something like the received Zhouyi was in circulation by three
hundred, but that its mantic interpretations were still flexible at this
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time.26 The Mawangdui Zhouyi, the most complete of the excavated
documents, includes the Xici commentary. It differs from the received
text in the order of the hexagrams and their names and diagrams.
There are also four previously unknown commentaries, which suggest
the early existence of a Ru Yi tradition, professional Yi diviners, and
ambivalent attitudes of Ru toward them.

This history suggests several roles of the Yi as a mantic text used for
prediction and decision. First, it linked omen statements to cosmic
patterns, expressed as sequences of numbers. Second, its was appli-
cable to daily life. In particular, it could advise decisions about areas
of potential risk or danger, such as bad weather, illness, warfare,
travel, and so forth.27

2. Daybooks

Mantic statements on decisions in daily life also appear in day-
books (rishu ), where they are linked to the calendar and the
sexagenary cycle. Daybooks and other almanac texts have been exca-
vated from tombs, beginning with a calendric diagram known as the
Chu Silk Manuscript (Changsha, Hunan, c. 300).28 Some resemble the
Monthly Ordinance texts of the received tradition. For example,
the text titled Prohibitions (Jin ) from Yinqueshan (Linyi,
Shandong, 140–111) provides seasonal prohibitions linked to the cal-
endar and four (of the five) phases. Most important for the present
discussion are the daybooks excavated from some twenty tombs.29

Daybooks are not almanacs in the strict sense because they do not
cover the entire calendar systematically, but they do correlate the
calendar to a regular set of transformations: in this case the Five
Agents, rather than planetary movements.30

Daybooks were used to predict auspicious times for a wide range
of activities such as marriage, childbirth, making clothes, building
projects, travel, slaughtering farm animals, farming, and official audi-
ences. Other topics included desertion, dreams, illness and leisure, and
military activities.Their content reflects the interests of women as well
as men (e.g., a prospective wife’s wealth and character, a woman’s
chances of being abandoned). These concerns indicate perceived
areas of risk and danger in daily life.31

Daybooks present a mechanical view of the workings of fate, for
example in the sections on illness in the daybooks for Jiudian and
Shuihudi. The Jiudian daybook is the oldest text known to use
horary iatromancy. All illnesses that arise on the same day have the
same etiology and prognosis: respite, recovery, or death. One section
gives auspicious and inauspicious aspects of the Twelve Earth
branches and associates each with the onset of a particular illness.
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For example, if an illness begins on a chen day, respite occurs on
a you day, recovery on a xu day, and death on a zi day. If the
onset is on a wei day, respite occurs on a zi day, recovery on a mao

day, and death on a yin day, and so on.32 The two daybooks
from Shuihudi are better preserved and include extensive sections
on stem-branch iatromancy, with systematic correlation to the Five
Agents. For example, Daybook A links the day of onset of an illness
to a divine and a material cause:

If there is illness on a jia or yi day, father and mother are the calamity,
it is obtained from meat, and comes from the east, and is placed in a
lacquer container. It manifests on a wu or ji day, there is a respite on
a geng day and recovery on a xin day. If there is no recovery, Fever
will be in the east quarter, Year will be in the east quarter, and the
color of death will be azure.33

According to this formula, an illness manifests after four days, with a
respite on the fifth or sixth day. Recovery occurs on the sixth or
seventh day. If the illness does not resolve during this one-week
period, it is attributed to Fever ( fan ), associated with the star Year
(Sui ), which transits over the four directions four times a year.34 If
both Fever and Year are in the quadrant associated with its origin, the
illness is fatal. These hemerological methods contrast with the Illness
prognostications from Baoshan and Wangshan. The daybooks are no
longer apotropaic; they classify illnesses systematically into types to
determine auspicious days for treatment.

3. Astrocalendric Texts and Instruments

Attempts to link predictions to cosmological cycles also appear in
the use of diviner’s boards and astrocalendric tables and instruments.
Diviner’s boards are models of the cosmos in which a round Heaven
plate revolves within a square Earth plate. The earliest known is a
Dipper board (shi pan ) from Wangjiatai Tomb 15, used to orient
the handle of the North Dipper among the Twenty-eight Lunar
Lodges (xiu ).35 An illustrated text from Zhoujiatai discusses
the use of the diviner’s board. It shows the Ten Heaven Stems posi-
tioned in a cruciform figure at the center of the board.36 The outer
circle associates the four cardinal directions with the Twelve Earth
Branches, the Five Agents, and the Lunar Lodges. There is an obser-
vation or prognostication for each Lunar Lodge, for example, “Sun
emerges” (Room, East), “Sun at the center” (Seven Stars, South),
and “Sun enters” (Pleiades, West). To obtain a prognostication, the
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Heaven plate was keyed to the month and solar lodge associated with
the time of the prognostication. Thus positioned, the dipper handle
pointed to a Lunar Lodge and its associated prognostication.

Boards excavated from Fuyang were designed for the specific
methods of Liuren (Six Ren Days), Jiugong (Nine Palaces),
and Taiyi (Great One). These methods incorporate yin-yang and
Five Agent theory.37 They link the sexagenary cycle to a hierarchy of
divinities, celestial phenomena, the four directions, and human activi-
ties and emotions. The effect was to subsume human action under
cosmological change.

In summary, the evidence from excavated texts suggests a natural-
istic world in which cosmic patterns can be observed and predicted.
This evidence appears in the omen statements of Yi texts, in daybooks,
and in astrocalendric texts and instruments. The hexagrams of the
Zhouyi and the sexagenary cycle contributed to the systematic, and
eventually cosmological orientation Han philosophy, as yin-yang and
Five-phase theories were applied systematically (and perhaps arbi-
trarily) to a wide range of phenomena.38

III. Embodied Virtue, Self-Cultivation, and Physiognomy

Both Masters texts and excavated texts on physiognomy, health, and
longevity describe physical practices for cultivating virtue through
the transformation of qi. These practices overlap accounts of self-
cultivation as originating in the will (zhi ) in the received tradi-
tion. These texts have important ramifications for the understanding
of early Chinese views of self-cultivation. They also describe its
results as manifesting in the physical appearance of the body, visible
through physiognomy. Excavated texts address two closely related
issues: self-cultivation through the physical cultivation of qi within
the body and physiognomic methods for reading the physical signs
of these practices.

1. Embodied Virtue and Self-Cultivation

Mencius describes virtue as manifesting in the body. At 2A2 he
famously describes qi as filling the body and moved by the will . He
argues that its concentration is a function of morality, through accu-
mulated righteousness ( ji yi ). When asked about his own par-
ticular strengths, he replies that he understands language and is good
at nurturing his flood-like qi. But if virtue is visible in the body it can
be “read.” At 7A21 Mencius describes the virtues of the junzi as
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visible in the body as a glossy color visible in the face and limbs. At
4A15 he recommends eye physiognomy on grounds that the eyes
reveal a person’s moral state by the clarity or cloudiness of the pupils.
This argument is attacked by both Xunzi and Wang Chong, who argue
that clarity or the pupils is determined at birth and does not depend
on character. In “Against Physiognomy” (Fei Xiang ) Xunzi
also argues that physiognomizing people’s forms is inferior to speak-
ing of their heart-minds. Poor physiognomy does not prevent correct
values, and good physiognomy cannot take the place of incorrect
values. What makes us human is the act of making distinctions, which
does not depend on physiognomy.39

Mencius’s views about qi conform to and probably draw on a
culture of embodied self-cultivation practices, aptly described in a
recent book by Mark Csikszentmihalyi.40 These practices and the
concepts behind them structured much of early Daoism, medical
theory, and, more broadly, important areas of early Chinese ethics and
metaphysics.41 Such “material virtue” traditions held that the body-
mind was constructed of qi, which could be transformed by embodied
self-cultivation practices.These traditions appear both in the received
tradition and in excavated texts.

In the received tradition, accounts of the cultivation of embodied
qi appear in the Daodejing , Zhuangzi , the Nei Ye
chapter of the Guanzi , and parts of the Huainanzi .
For example, Zhuangzi 1 refers to a shen ren who has effectively
transformed his physical body and its constituent qi. Zhuangzi 11
describes harmonizing the essences of the six qi in order to nurture
life.According to Zhuangzi 22, human birth is caused by the gathering
together of qi.42 Fourth-century passages in the Zuozhuan and
Guanzi also describe regulating qi to achieve emotional balance.43

The Nei ye and Lüshi Chunqiu describe the cultivation of qi for
wisdom and longevity.44 Many other passages could be adduced. The
point is that a sage or numinous person achieves that status through
physical as well as metaphysical means, which are not distinguished.
They are part of a “Nurturing Life” (Yangsheng ) tradition of
physical self-cultivation and longevity techniques such as dietary
practices, exercise regimens, breath meditation, and sexual cultivation
techniques.These technical traditions were associated with fangshu in
the received tradition and described in medical manuscripts exca-
vated from tombs. Most do not survive in the received tradition
beyond records of their titles in the last two sections of the Hanshu
Yiwenzhi.

Excavated texts contribute significantly to an emergent view that
individuals traditionally described as both Daoist and Ru shared a
focus on the mental and physical cultivation of qi. This evidence
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includes medical manuscripts from Mawangdui, such as the “Draw-
ings of Guiding and Pulling” (Daoyin Tu ), drawings of
human figures performing exercises, some with captions.45 Some are
described in the “Pulling Book” (Yinshu ) from Zhangjiashan

, which describes exercises based on imitation of animal move-
ment (snakes, mantises, tigers, dragons, etc.) which may be the earliest
known ancestors of contemporary martial arts or wushu .46 Both
exemplify a tradition of exercise for both therapy and health known
as daoyin (pulling and guiding). Other texts from Mawangdui
describe dietetics and breath cultivation, for example, “Eliminating
Grain and Eating Vapor” (Quegu Shiqi ) and “Recipes for
Nurturing Life” (Yang Sheng Fang ).47 “Harmonizing Yin and
Yang” (He Yin Yang ) and “Discussion of the Culminant Way
of All Under Heaven” (Tianxia Zhidao Tan ) use the
movements and postures of animals to describe sexual techniques.All
are part of a yangsheng culture, which construed self-cultivation as
control over physiological processes of the body and mind, under-
stood as transformations of qi. The result was moral excellence,
health, and longevity.48

Two versions of a text titled Wuxing or “Five Kinds of Action”
have been excavated from Mawangdui and Guodian (Jingmen,
Hubei, 310–300).49 Csikszentmihaly has argued that the Ru defense
against charges of hypocrisy was a moral psychology that provided an
account of authentic practice.50 The Wuxing texts provide this through
descriptions of the process of how states of the inner mind are trans-
formed by reflection to form virtuous action.51 It thus presents an
opportunity to significantly reread Mencius as part of an “embodied
virtue” tradition that spans what have conventionally been classified
as distinct “schools” and “genres” (Ru and Daoist, Classics and tech-
nical works, etc.).

2. Physiognomy

Physiognomy is also part of the discourse on embodied virtue and
potential. In traditional interpretations, Confucian schools empha-
sized study and ritual and Daoist texts described meditative and
longevity practices. In the light of the evidence of excavated texts,
both can be viewed as part of a broader tradition of embodied self-
cultivation practices. Material virtue traditions had important links
with both Ru practices (possibly associated with Zisi ) and with
Daoist traditions and southern schools, as well as potential links to
the moralization of health in the traditions that culminated as the
Huangdi Neijing . Accounts of these practices appear in
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passing in the texts of the received tradition. Many more come from
excavated texts.

In the received tradition, physiognomy titles appear in the shushu
section of the Hanshu Yiwenzhi. All are lost, but their titles suggest a
focus on practical physiognomy of persons and objects. If the trans-
formed qi of a cultivated individual was visible in the body, a skilled
individual should be able to “read” these transformations. But the
subject matter of physiognomy texts included both physical charac-
teristics that might result from self-cultivation and characteristics set
at birth.

The earliest systematic exposition of the principles of physiog-
nomy is in a manuscript from Dunhuang (Gansu, fifth to
eleventh centuries ce) ascribed to the Han figure Xu Fu .52

Physiognomy (Xiangshu ) surveys the human body and
explains the significance of each feature, especially (i) the form of
the body and face and their proportions and appearance and fine-
ness of shape of various parts of the body. In particular, brilliance
and luminosity of the face, eyes, and hair portend good health but
also good fortune, (ii) “color” of the face especially, but also the
color of parts of the body, (iii) birthmarks, especially on the face,
head, back, and genitals. Finally, (iv) lines and figures on the face,
especially on the forehead, below the nose, on the tongue, hands, and
feet. Like the early omen statements, the physiognomic prognostica-
tions in the Xiangshu are not systematic and are grouped under
headings such as face, eyes, nose, and so on. Color attributes appear
among the statements, but with no systematic significance. It is strik-
ing that some of these features might result from self-cultivation
(luminosity, color, and facial lines), but others are set at birth (shape
of the limbs, birthmarks, etc.).

In theory at least, the ability to physiognomize persons and things
allowed a skilled reader to assess the merit and potential, not only of
persons but of animals and plants used in agriculture, and even of
materiel used in warfare. Physiognomy could be used to assess the
economic worth of objects (clothing, equipment, swords), animals
(domestic animal, silkworms), and people. It is not easy to reconstruct
the methods used, because many of the passages that mention these
arts do so for rhetorical purposes that have no interest in the tech-
niques themselves.53

Excavated texts on physiognomy emphasize these practical con-
texts, for example, a text on physiognomizing dogs from Yinqueshan,
a Han sword physiognomy text from Juyan , and a text on the
physiognomy of horses from Mawangdui.54 These included animals
and plants used in agriculture and even military materiel. All share
the view that internal qi is reflected in appearance and makes it
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possible to judge character or potential. In economic and military
contexts this meant judging the “character” of an animal or weapon.

IV. Concluding Remarks

In recent years, our understanding of early Chinese views of divina-
tion, fate, and agency has been transformed by new evidence from
excavated texts that prominently include mantic and qi transforma-
tion techniques and texts, presumably used by the occupants of the
tombs in which they were found. Such texts fall below the radar of
specifically Ru discussions of political agency and political autonomy.
Excavated texts clearly demonstrate the ongoing use of technical arts
whose nature is suggested by the titles of the Hanshu Yiwenzhi.At the
government level, mantic techniques were used to determine auspi-
cious days for sacrifices, state ritual, and as part of military and politi-
cal decision making. As used by private individuals (albeit within
networks of relationships), these techniques demonstrate a tacit
notion of autonomy, as they were (and are) used as an aid to formu-
lating life plans and act on them by enhancing health, longevity, and
efficacy in practical decisions.55 The private use of these practices
presupposes an active agent with desires and life plans. If the contents
of high officials’ tombs are a guide to what they chose to have buried
with them, technical works on longevity and the mantic arts handily
outnumber Classics or Masters texts.

In summary, recently excavated archaeological texts have greatly
augmented our knowledge of these techniques and brought to light
significant elements in Warring States philosophical and religious dis-
courses on self-cultivation. Debates on divination, fate, agency, and
responsibility had important implications for Chinese views of per-
sonal and moral autonomy. Some tacit notion of personal autonomy is
a precondition for the aspiration to affect the future through mantic
activity.
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